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Tor Books, Australia, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Now in
development for TV! Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time(R) by Robert Jordan has captivated
millions of readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling characters. The
Wheel of Time turns and Ages come and go, leaving memories that become legend. Legend fades to
myth, and even myth is long forgotten when the Age that gave it birth returns again. In the Third
Age, an Age of Prophecy, the World and Time themselves hang in the balance. What was, what will
be, and what is, may yet fall under the Shadow. Fleeing from Ebou Dar with the kidnapped
Daughter of the Nine Moons, whom he is fated to marry, Mat Cauthon learns that he can neither
keep her nor let her go, not in safety for either of them, for both the Shadow and the might of the
Seanchan Empire are in deadly pursuit. Perrin Aybara seeks to free his wife, Faile, a captive of the
Shaido, but his only hope may be an alliance with the enemy. Can he remain true to his friend Rand
and to himself? For his...
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Reviews
This book might be worth a read, and far better than other. It is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I discovered this book from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Isobel B a iley
Definitely among the finest publication I have got possibly read. It is really simplified but shocks from the 50 % of your pdf. Your life span will be convert as
soon as you total looking over this book.
-- K a telin B lick V
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